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PSV IS NOT AVAILABLE WITH BATTERY OPERATION.
BMC150 I2C 7 BIT ADDRESS SELECT
USER DEFINED
PUSHBUTTON
J5 [1-2] USR (DEFAULT)
J5 [2-3] SCK

USER DEFINED LED

BMC150 I2C 7 BIT ADDRESS SELECT
SDO ACCELEROMETER MAGNETOMETER
0 0x10 0x12 (DEFAULT)
1 0x11 0x13

USER DEFINED LED

SW2
J9  JTAG (DEFAULT) UART
J10  JTAG (DEFAULT) UART
J11  JTAG (DEFAULT) UART

J15 AND J17 JUMPER IS INSTALLED FOR BOTH JTAG AND UART BY DEFAULT

REMOVE ALL SLEEVES FROM JUMPERS J9, J10, J11, J15, J17
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PLACE J26 JUMPER AT [1-2] (DEFAULT) WHEN THE USB PORT IS IN USE.

PLACE J27 JUMPER AT [1-2] (DEFAULT) WHEN THE USB PORT IS IN USE.